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ABSTRACT

The impact of moisture on inertia–gravity wave generation is assessed for an idealized unstable baroclinic

wave using theWeatherResearch and ForecastingModel (WRF) in a channel on the f plane. The evolution of

these waves in a moist simulation is compared with a dry simulation. The centers of action for inertia–gravity

wave activity are identified as the equatorward-moving upper-level front and the poleward-progressing

upper-level jet–surface front system. Four stratospheric wave packets are found, which are significantly more

intense in the moist simulation and have slightly higher frequency. They are characterized by their structure

and position during the baroclinic wave life cycle and are related to forcing terms in jet, front, and convection

systems.

By exploring the time series of mass and energy, it is shown that the release of latent heat leads to a change

in enthalpy, an increase in the eddy kinetic energy, and an intensification of the inertia–gravity wave energy.

The ratio of the inertia–gravity wave energy to the eddy kinetic energy is estimated to be about 1/200 for the

moist simulation, which is 3 times larger than that for the dry simulation. An empirical parameterization

scheme for the inertia–gravity wave energy is proposed, based on the fast large-scale ageostrophic flow as-

sociated with the jet, front, and convection. The diagnosed stratospheric inertia–gravity wave energy is well

captured by this parameterization in six WRF simulations with different moisture and resolutions. The ap-

proach used to construct the parameterization may serve as a starting point for state-dependent non-

orographic gravity wave drag schemes in general circulation models.

1. Introduction

Inertia–gravity waves (IGWs) play an important role

for the transfer of momentum and energy influencing

the general circulation (e.g., Fritts and Alexander 2003).

Therefore, the generation and propagation mechanisms

of the IGWs have become a fundamental topic in geo-

physical fluid dynamics (Alexander et al. 2010). IGWs

can be generated by different sources such as orography,

convection, shear instability, and jet–front systems.

Observational studies have shown that the generation of

nonorographic IGWs commonly occurs in the jet exit

region at the upstream side of an upper-level ridge

(Uccellini and Koch 1987; Guest et al. 2000), an upper-

level trough (Plougonven et al. 2003), and in the vicinity

of surface fronts (e.g., Eckermann and Vincent 1993).

Such situations are found in breaking Rossby waves
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(Z€ulicke and Peters (2006, 2008, hereafter ZP06 and

ZP08, respectively) or during cyclogenesis.

The first numerical demonstration of generation of

mesoscale gravity waves in the jet exit region during the

evolution of an idealized baroclinic wave (BCW) is due

to O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995). This work has

been followed by a series of similar studies, using finer

resolution and exploring the sensitivity to the nonlinear

development of the baroclinic wave. Zhang (2004) per-

formed an idealized simulation of a BCW in a channel

on the f plane with the fifth-generation Pennsylvania

State University–National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search Mesoscale Model (MM5) numerical model and

used nested domains to identify a smaller-scale packet

of IGWs in the stratosphere at the upstream side of ridge

(the ‘‘Zhang’’ wave packet). Plougonven and Snyder

(2007, hereafter PS07) used the Weather Research and

Forecasting Model (WRF) (Skamarock et al. 2005)

model to simulate two different life cycles of BCWs and

diagnosed similar wave packets near the upper-level jet,

but also different waves, near the surface fronts, more or

less prominent depending on the life cycle. These waves

appear as cross-jet or alongfront structures; in situations

with a deep cyclonic vortex, IGWs of spiral shape

emerged (Plougonven and Snyder 2005; Schecter and

Montgomery 2006). It is an open issue to identify sys-

tematically IGWstructures during different stages of the

BCW evolution.

The above idealized BCW life cycle experiments have

been carried out for dry atmospheres. Whereas realistic

features of observed IGWs have been reproduced (lo-

cation in the jet exit region, low frequency, orientation),

the amplitudes of the simulated waves have systemati-

cally beenweaker than observed ones (Plougonven et al.

2003). A number of reasons account for that, for ex-

ample, baroclinicity, moisture, and resolution (Wang

and Zhang 2010). As the next crucial step toward more

realism, we review the nature of IGWs generated during

the evolution of a moist BCW. The studies of moist

BCWs, based on various models ranging from the sem-

igeostrophic model (Emanuel et al. 1987) to the primi-

tive equationmodel used byWhitaker andDavis (1994),

have focused mainly on the impact of moisture on bar-

oclinicity and cyclone development and have shown,

among other things, that condensational heating can

increase the growth rate and decrease the scale of

a moist BCW (Lambaerts et al. 2012). Balasubramanian

and Yau (1996) simulated the ideal life cycle of a moist

BCW of dominantly cyclonic Rossby wave breaking

called LC2 by Thorncroft et al. (1993) on the f plane and

showed that, compared to the dry case, the release of latent

heat can lead to about 50% increase in the eddy kinetic

energy. Moreover, Fantini (2004) used a hydrostatic

primitive equation model on the f plane to simulate

cyclones in dry and moist saturated atmospheres. He

illustrated that in contrast to the destruction of baro-

clinicity in the dry simulation, the presence of moisture

produces a secondary intense baroclinic wave. Tan et al.

(2004) studied error growth in a moist idealized simu-

lation by changing initial moisture distribution in MM5.

They demonstrated a strong impact of moisture on the

simulated structures. To resolve the coupled moist dy-

namics of BCWs and IGWs, we will compare here the

life cycle of a dry and moist BCW as simulated with the

mesoscale WRF. The mass and energy balance will be

evaluated with special emphasis on their accuracy with

respect to IGW-related energies.

General circulation models are unable to simulate the

entire spectrum of IGWs, because of their limited spatial

resolution. Hence, parameterizations are required to

represent their impact.Most often, the sources of gravity

waves in parameterizations of nonorographic waves

from jets, fronts, and convection are ad hoc specified

with a number of tuning parameters. ‘‘Source parame-

terizations for known sources such as convection, fronts

and jet imbalance are needed to give gravity waves

sensitivity to meteorology in climate models so they can

evolve with changing climate’’ (Alexander et al. 2010).

We will use simulations of the moist BCW life cycle to

systematically develop and validate a parameterization

of nonorographic IGWs including the impact of jets,

fronts, and convection. The involved processes are re-

viewed in the next three paragraphs.

The exit regions of jet streaks (divergent regions

downstream the wind maximum) play an active role for

IGW generation (Koch and Dorian 1988). One may

hope to use the understanding gained from theoretical

studies on spontaneous adjustment of flow imbalance

(Ford et al. 2000; Snyder et al. 2007; McIntyre 2009) to

guide the improvement of parameterizations. In an

idealized simulation, in order to identify regions of IGW

emission and quantify the magnitude of emission, parti-

tioning of the flow into balanced (vortex) and unbalanced

(wave) parts, called a wave–vortex decomposition, proves

to be a useful tool (Mohebalhojeh and Dritschel 2000).

With respect to the importance of the balance relation

or condition used in the decomposition, Mohebalhojeh

and Dritschel (2001) introduced three hierarchies of

balance relation for the f-plane shallow-water equations.

Alternatively, more heuristic ways to detect regions of

imbalance in a given flow have also been used. These

include the residual of the nonlinear balance equation

(Zhang et al. 2000; Snyder et al. 2009; Wang and Zhang

2010) and the Lagrangian wind speed deceleration

suggested by Koch and Dorian (1988). ZP08 used this

quantity to diagnose flow imbalance in the exit region of
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a jet streak and to formulate a parameterization. In this

paper, we will search for such jet-generated structures in

the BCW life cycle with this approach.

Whereas Rind et al. (1988) first parameterized non-

orographic wave sources (convection and shear), Charron

andManzini (2002)made the first attempt to parameterize

the IGW emission specifically from fronts, using an em-

pirical relation including the frontogenesis function (Miller

1948; Hoskins 1982). This specification of nonorographic

sources has also been used by Richter et al. (2010) and

remains heuristic. Thewaves appearing near surface fronts

are analogous to those found in idealized simulations

of two-dimensional frontogenesis (Snyder et al. 1993;

Griffiths and Reeder 1996). These simulations have dem-

onstrated a direct relation to front-related forcing func-

tions including the rate of frontogenesis and further

acceleration terms. In the present study, the IGWs gen-

erated from cross-front ageostrophic motions will be pa-

rameterized with an empirical relation based on the

frontogenesis function and front scales.

Moist convective processes actively generate and

amplify IGWs as shown by ZP06; they found 26% con-

tribution to the stratospheric IGW activity. A classical

approach is the use of latent heating as a forcing function

for convective generation of IGWs (Alexander et al.

2004). Systematic studies by Chun and Baik (1998)

pointed to the equal importance of IGW generation and

propagation in different environments (Alexander et al.

2006; Beres et al. 2004; Lane et al. 2001). In the vicinity

of the sources, the small-scale convectively generated

IGWs appear as concentric rings over a convection

tower; while on the larger scales, the frontal convective

zones determine the structure. In a more simplified ap-

proach, Z€ulicke and Peters (2007) related the order of

large-scale stratospheric IGW amplitudes to the in-

tensity of latent heating. This approach will also be ap-

plied to the moist BCW simulation.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes

six model setups, the IGW diagnostics as well as pa-

rameterization relations for the generation by jet, front,

and convection. Section 3 presents the results including

the structure and energetics of BCW and IGWs gener-

ated in the dry and moist simulations as well as the

validation of the IGW parameterization. The discussion

is provided in section 4 and concluding remarks are

made in section 5.

2. Data and methods

a. WRF simulations

The numerical model used is the Advanced Research

WRF (Skamarock et al. 2008) (version 3.3.1), which in-

tegrates the fully compressible, nonhydrostatic equations

for a rotating stratified atmosphere. The simulations were

performed in a channel of length Lmod
x 5 4000 km, width

Lmod
y 5 10000 km, and heightLmod

z 5 22 km on the f plane.

The boundary conditions are periodic in the x direction

and symmetric (free-slip wall) in the y direction. It should

be mentioned that preliminary experiments with the open

lateral boundaries in the y direction led to a significant

nonconservation of energy during the lifetime of the baro-

clinic wave. Given this observation and the fact that the

lateral boundaries are sufficiently far away from the

main area of BCW activity, the symmetric boundary

conditions with better conservation property provides

a reasonable choice for our purpose. The bottom

boundary condition is specified as a free-slip condition.

An absorbing layer with w–Rayleigh damping (Klemp

et al. 2008) including a damping coefficient of 0.2 s21 is

used in the upper 4 km of the model (18–22 km) to pre-

vent the reflection of vertically propagating gravity

waves. This feature was verified in a series of test sim-

ulations with 18–24-, 18–26-, and 22–30-km sponge layers

(for brevity, not further documented).

The initial conditions for cyclonically breaking BCW

(LC2), analogous to that used by PS07, are constructed

from an idealized two-dimensional baroclinic jet ob-

tained by inverting the two-dimensional potential vor-

ticity (PV) and its most unstable normal mode [see

Rotunno et al. (1994) and PS07 for details]. Dirichlet

boundary conditions were used at the surface; the tro-

pospheric and stratospheric distributions of PV were set

at 0.7 (0.4 in PS07) and 4.8 PV units (PVU) (4.0 PVU in

PS07) (1PVU5 1026m2 s21Kkg21), respectively. Shown

in Fig. 1 are the initial jet, potential temperature, zonal

velocity, and the position of the tropopause.

The model was run with a horizontal resolution of

25 km and a vertical resolution of 250m in the reference

simulations (runs DRY, MOIST, and HUMID). This

setup was chosen for comparability with studies of moist

BCWs including IGW activities with horizontal resolu-

tions between 25 and 30 km (Balasubramanian and Yau

1996; Tan et al. 2004; Vizy and Cook 2009; Waite and

Snyder 2013) and ZP06. In addition to the reference

simulations, sensitivity to resolution was investigated by

running the model with 12.5- and 50-km horizontal and

125- and 500-m vertical grid spacing to provide simula-

tions with higher resolution (runs HIDRY and HIGH)

and lower resolution (run LOW), respectively. The set-

tings for these six experiments (see Table 1) are a com-

promise between the attempt to simulate a synoptic

eddy (with a horizontal length scale of order 1000 km)

and mesoscale waves (with a horizontal length scale of

order 100 km). The model uses a sixth-order horizontal

hyperdiffusion Dh=
6 described by Knievel et al. (2007)

to filter numerically nonphysical structures at the smallest
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scales of the flow. This explicit diffusion scheme acts on

the wind components, potential temperature, moisture

fields, and subgrid turbulence kinetic energy. For the

reference simulations, a damping rate of ah 5 1.0 3
1025 s21 and a diffusion coefficient of Dh 5 ahDh

6 5
2.5 3 1021m6 s21 were used.

To initialize themoisture field, an ideal profile of relative

humidity varying only in the vertical direction (appendix

A) was added to the jet. For the moist experiments

(MOIST, HUMID, LOW, and HIGH) the Kain–Fritsch

cumulus scheme and Kessler microphysics parameteriza-

tion were used; for the dry experiments (DRY and

HIDRY) they were turned off and water vapor was re-

tained as a passive tracer (which differs from PS07, being

completely dry). The maximum value of initial relative

humidity profile (RH0) is set to 40% for DRY, MOIST,

LOW, HIDRY, and HIGH and 55% for HUMID. By

keeping the virtual temperature unchanged, the initial to-

tal mass and flow fields in all experiments were the same,

while the temperature field varied slightly.

b. IGW diagnostics

The characteristics of the IGWs are determined by

the divergence method of ZP06. For this statistical

approach, sections in all directions are defined

(Ldiag
x 5 2000 km, Ldiag

y 5 2000 km, Ldiag
z 5 9 km), which

are crossing the sample point (for which the calculation

is done) and spanning a sample box (from where the

data are taken). A total of 20 nonoverlapping sample

boxes fill the whole domain: 10 in the troposphere and

10 in the stratosphere. Along the sections, the empirical

autocovariance function of the divergence field is har-

monically analyzed for the wavelengths (lx, ly, lz) and

variances (s2x, s
2
y, s

2
z). For a single harmonic, the intrinsic

frequency v is then obtained from the dispersion relation

for hydrostatic IGWs:

FIG. 1. Initial meridional cross section of the flowwith thewind speed (shaded green contours

at 20, 30, 40, . . . ms21), potential temperature (magenta contours each 5K), and the Ertel’s

potential vorticity (thick dark yellow contour at 3 PVU).

TABLE 1. Summary of the WRF runs with the horizontal and

vertical resolutions (Dh and Dz), the microphysics and convection

schemes, and the humidity parameter [RH0, Eq. (A1)].

Run code

Dh
(km)

Dz
(m)

Microphysics

scheme

Convection

scheme

RH0

(%)

DRY 25 250 None None 40

MOIST 25 250 Kessler Kain–Fritsch 40

HUMID 25 250 Kessler Kain–Fritsch 55

LOW 50 500 Kessler Kain–Fritsch 40

HIDRY 12.5 125 None None 40

HIGH 12.5 125 Kessler Kain–Fritsch 40
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where f’ 1024 s21 is the Coriolis parameter,N’ 1022 s21

is the Brunt–V€ais€al€a frequency, kh 5 (k2x 1 k2y)
1/2 is the

horizontal wavenumber with kx, ky, and kz being

the wavenumbers in the Cartesian coordinate system. The

IGW specific energy eIGW can be written from the polar-

ization relations as

eIGW5
1

3

s2x1 s2y1 s2z

k2h
. (2)

The corresponding pseudomomentum flux reads

fIGW 5

�
12

f 2

v2

�
kh
kz

eIGW . (3)

The area-averaged height-integrated IGW energy is

EIGW5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz reIGW , (4)

where r is the density.

c. IGW parameterization

For a parameterization, the IGW sources from jets,

fronts, and convection are added for the following em-

pirical formula:

e
para
IGW5Cgen(e

jet
fa 1 efrontfa 1 econvfa ) , (5)

where e
jet
fa , e

front
fa , and econvfa are the energy scales for jet,

front, and convection, respectively, as given below. Each

source term contains a dimensionless proportionality

factor Cgen between the generated IGW energy and the

energy of the fast ageostrophic motion. IGW generation

is assumed to become relevant if the ageostrophic flow is

faster than f, the lower bound of the IGW frequency,

that is

va5 2p
ua
Lh

. f (6)

or the ageostrophic wind speed crosses a threshold like

ua. uth5
fLh

2p
. (7)

This corresponds to the use of the ageostrophic Rossby

number Roa 5 ua/fLh . 1/(2p)’ 0.15 in order to detect

relevant unbalanced motion. Another function of the

threshold is the suppression of noise. The balanced

ageostrophic flow is estimated from large-scale 500-km

smoothed fields using quasigeostrophic scaling relations,

which are described in the following paragraphs (details

can be found in appendix B.). For this procedure, the

abbreviation,

ufa 5 [ua. uth]500km 5

(
[ua]500km : uth , [ua]500km

0: [ua]500km ,uth
,

(8)

will be used where the brackets with index ‘‘500 km’’

mean smoothing over 500 km.

To characterize the jet streak, the Lagrangian wind

speed deceleration Djet 5 fujeta [Eq. (B2)] is used. As in

ZP08, we take positive values to estimate the degree of

imbalance in the jet exit region. The related fast ageo-

strophic energy scale is given by

e
jet
fa 5

�
1

f
[Djet.D

jet
th ]500km

�2

. (9)

In the 500-km smoothed fields of the cross-stream ageo-

strophic wind [ujeta ]500km, those regions exceeding u
jet
th 5

1:0m s21 are taken. The empirically chosen threshold u
jet
th

is on the order of the theoretical estimate based on

Eq. (B3), which gives about 4m s21. For this formula,

we took the scale of most rapid wind reduction in the

jet exit region for L
jet
h ’ 250 km.

The frontogenesis function F front is defined by the

Lagrangian derivative of the absolute value of the hor-

izontal gradient of potential temperature u. The dry

geostrophic approximation to F front is used to find the

ageostrophic flow component [see Eq. (B10)]. The cor-

responding energy during frontogenesis, when F front is

positive, is then estimated as

efrontfa 5

 
g

u0 f
2
[Ffront.Ffront

th ]500kmL
front
z

!2

, (10)

whereLfront
z denotes the vertical scale of the front. For the

dynamically active vertical scale of the front, we fixed

the value Lfront
z 5 2 km and the potential temperature to

u0 5 300K. In the 500-km smoothed fields of the dry

quasigeostrophic frontogenesis function [F front]500km,

those regions above F front
th 5 0:1K (100 km)21 h21 are di-

agnosed. A similar threshold value can be estimated from

Eq. (B11) as 0.2K (100km)21 h21.

As a proxy for the intensity of moist convection,

the latent heat released during condensation Qconv is

diagnosed from the simulation. The condensational
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heating contains contributions from resolved and pa-

rameterized convection. It is used to calculate the in-

duced fast ageostrophic flow [Eq. (B15)] and to estimate

the following energy scale:

econvfa 5

�
1

›u0/›z
[Qconv.Qconv

th ]500km
Lconv
h

Lconv
z

�2

. (11)

For a convective system of 3-km height, Eq. (B16) sug-

gests a theoretical threshold of 0.5Kh21. Empirically,

we identified convectively active zones with Qconv
th 5

0:3Kh21. For the ageostrophic energy scale, the aspect

ratio of the convection-induced flow was fixed with the

quasigeostrophic assumption (Lconv
h /Lconv

z 5 100) and the

mean potential temperature gradient is set to ›u0/›z 5
N2u0/g 5 3.1Kkm21.

Based on the estimates of the balanced ageostrophic

flow, the parameterization to predict the 9–18-km-

integrated stratospheric IGW energy [Eq. (2)] from the

0–9-km-integrated tropospheric smoothed ageostrophic

energy, Eq. (5) is applied in the following form:

E
para
IGW,strato5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
tropo

dz rCprope
para
IGW

5Cpara(E
jet
fa,tropo 1Efront

fa,tropo 1Econv
fa,tropo) . (12)

The parameterization prefactor (Cpara 5 CpropCgen) can

be related to the propagation process from the tropo-

spheric source to the stratospheric diagnosis Cprop (see

appendix C for the theoretical background) and the

IGW generation process Cgen [see Eq. (5)]. The study is

begun with an ad hoc fixed prefactor for all terms (Cpara5
0.012), which will be discussed later.

3. Results

a. BCW structures

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for theDRY and Figs. 4 and 5

for the MOIST cases, both the BCWs undergo phases of

growth, overturn, cutoff, and decay. After passing the

early exponential growth and nonlinear saturation in the

lower troposphere, the wave enters the upward Rossby

wave propagation stage similar to that described in

Thorncroft et al. (1993). In the overturn phase at day 8.5

(Figs. 2b and 4b), the wave starts tilting meridionally.

Moreover, the pattern of the wind field shows that the

upper-level jet is intensified around the base of the

trough. Then the BCWs reach the nonlinear saturation

with maximum amplitudes in the upper troposphere and

lower stratosphere. In the cutoff and decay phase at day

19 (Figs. 2c and 4c), the 3-PVU contour illustrates the

formation of a separate cyclonic PV anomaly while the

upper-level jet further tilts into the meridional direction

with an increase in the depth of the trough. The baro-

clinicity and upper-level wave have decayed, the flow

approaches a barotropic state, and the upper-level jet is

completely oriented in the zonal direction. Consistent

with the previous studies (Boutle et al. 2011), compari-

son of the two BCWs indicates that the moist cyclone is

deeper than the dry one. This becomes also apparent

from the inspection of the sections: both sections from

the growth phase (cf. Figs. 3d and 5d and Figs. 3e and 5e)

are similar, while during the overturn phase the frontal

structure in the potential temperature is sharper in the

MOIST simulation (cf. Figs. 3f and 5f).

b. IGW structures

The IGW structures developing over time in Figs. 2

and 4 emerge around the two centers of action in the

BCW, one being the upper-level front related to

the equatorward advection of polar air, and the other

the coupled system of upper-level jet and surface front

associated with the poleward-progressing subtropical

air. The IGW structures in the stratosphere can be clas-

sified into four wave packets, named WP1 to WP4. Their

positions are noted in Table 2, and they are characterized

as follows:

WP1 appears southwest of the low, is front parallel,

shallow, and generated by the upper-level front (see

Figs. 2d,g and 3d,g for the DRY and Figs. 4d and 5d

for the MOIST simulations with frontogenesis

function in orange). During the overturn phase, it

is additionally forced by the surface cold front (Figs.

2e,g and 4e,g).

WP2 is moving from southeast to northeast of the low,

aligned cross-jet, shallow, inclined upstream, and

generated by the upper-level jet (see Figs. 2d,g and

3e,h for the DRY and Figs. 4d,g and 5e,h for the

MOIST simulations with cross-stream ageostrophic

wind in cyan).

WP3 is located northeast of the low and appears to be

parallel to the surface front, steep, and inclined

upstream. It is generated by the surface front and

convection (see Figs. 2e,h and 3f,i for the DRY and

Figs. 4e,h and 5f,i for the MOIST simulations with

frontogenesis function in orange and convective

heating in violet).

WP4 can be found northeast of the low, is parallel to

the upper-level front, steep, inclined downstream,

and generated by the upper-level front and convec-

tion (see Figs. 2e,h and 3f,i for the DRY and Figs.

4e,h and 5f,i for the MOIST simulations with

frontogenesis function in orange and convective

heating in violet).
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WP1 andWP2 appear first during the growth phase of

the BCW in both the DRY and MOIST experiments

with relatively low intensity. Note, that during the in-

tensification of the low pressure system, WP2 moves

from southeast to northeast of the low, together with the

exit region of the jet streak. Both WP1 and WP2 have

slightly intensified. As a consequence of increasing

frontal and convective activity, the steep WP3 and WP4

dominate the IGW activity. During the cutoff and decay

stages, the IGW activity becomes more and more dis-

ordered while different wave packets can still be asso-

ciated to local fronts and jet.

FIG. 2. Maps from the DRY model run with (a)–(c) wind speed at 11 km (shaded green contours at 20, 30, 40, . . . ms21) and potential

temperature at 8 km (magenta contours each 5K) and (d)–(f) horizontal divergence (filled red solid contours at 0.1, 1, . . .3 1025 s21 and

filled blue dashed contours at20.1,21, . . .3 1025 s21), togetherwith (g)–(i) the 500-km smoothed cross-stream ageostrophic wind at 8 km

(filled cyan contours above 0.9m s21) and quasigeostrophic dry frontogenesis function at 2 km [filled orange long-dashed contours above

0.1K (100km)21 h21] and at 8 km (filled orange short-dashed contours). In all panels the 500-km smoothed Ertel potential vorticity at

8 km (thick dark yellow contour at 3 PVU) is overplotted.Maps are shown for the (a),(d),(g) growth stage (at day 5.5) with wave packets 1

and 2; (b),(e),(h) overturn stage (at day 8.5) with wave packets 3 and 4; and (c),(f),(i) decay stage (at day 19).
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The four wave packets appear at certain positions in

the BCW and are all sensitive to horizontal resolution

and humidity (see Fig. 6). While the amplitudes in DRY

and MOIST are different, their wavelength and fre-

quencies are rather close. Information on the four wave

packets from all six model runs is summarized in Fig. 7.

For each experiment, WP1 and WP2 are of lower en-

ergy, while WP3 and WP4 are those with higher energy.

The IGW energy increases from DRY to MOIST and

from MOIST to HUMID are large enough to make

HUMID nearly of the same energy as HIGH. LOW

shows relatively small values for all wave packets but

WP4; it is the only experiment where WP4 is more

energetic than WP3. This information can also be de-

duced from comparison of the dotted cross sections at

day 8.5 in Figs. 3f, 5f, 6d, and 6f with Fig. 6e.

Some quantitative properties of the four wave packets

from the high-resolution dry and moist model runs

(HIDRY and HIGH) are presented in Table 3. The

smallest horizontal wavelength (117 km) is about 9 times

larger than the horizontal grid size. WP1 and WP2 are

relatively shallow with an intrinsic period larger than

12 h, while WP3 and WP4 appear to be relatively steep

with an intrinsic period shorter than 12 h. WP1 andWP2

are present during all phases of the simulations; the

other WPs appear only in the breaking phase of the

FIG. 3. Cross sections from theDRYmodel run (see Fig. 2) with (a)–(c) wind and potential temperature, (d)–(f) divergence, and (g)–(i)

smoothed forcing functions. The contours are as in Fig. 2. Cross sections are shown for (a),(d),(g) wave packet 1 (dashed cross section at

day 5.5); (b),(e),(h) wave packet 2 (solid cross section at day 5.5); and (c),(f),(i) wave packets 3 and 4 (dotted cross section at day 8.5).
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BCW with the moist simulation having larger IGW en-

ergy than the dry one. WP3 appears with the largest

IGW energy and pseudomomentum flux [see Eq. (3)].

Comparison of its properties between the dry and the

moist simulation indicates a clear enhancement of total

energy (by a factor of 125) and momentum flux (by

a factor of 101). A slight increase in frequency (v/f ) can

be found: while the present high-resolution experiments

show for WP3 an insignificant decrease by 8%, the

medium-resolution experiments (DRY and MOIST)

indicate an increase from 1.62 to 2.17 by 34%. WP4 is

associated with a frequency increase between 67% and

80% in both comparisons.

Because the IGWs are of much smaller amplitude than

themean flow, for reliable estimates of the relation between

IGWs and their sources, the numericalmodel employed has

FIG. 4. Maps from theMOISTmodel run with (a)–(c) wind and potential temperature, (d)–(f) divergence, and (g)–(i) smoothed forcing

functions. The contours are as in Fig. 2 with modified divergence [in (d) 60.1,61, . . . 3 1025 s21 and in (e),(f) 61, 610, . . . 3 1025 s21],

together with the 500-km smoothed latent heat release at 8 km (filled violet dashed contours above 0.3Kh21). Maps are shown for

the (a),(d),(g) growth stage (at day 5.5) with wave packets 1 and 2; (b),(e),(h) overturn stage (at day 8.5) with wave packets 3 and 4; and

(c),(f),(i) decay stage (at day 19).
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to be sufficiently accurate. For this reason, the conservation

of mass and energy of the BCW is studied next, before the

more subtle IGWs are investigated.

c. BCW energetics

The first step of this quantitative study is to verify

conservation of mass. The total massM is the sum of dry

air Mdry, total precipitable water Mtw, and accumulated

rainfall Mrf

M5Mdry 1Mtw1Mrf , (13)

where each term is given in the column-integrated

area-averaged form (appendix D). In this form, ther-

modynamic transformations between moist compo-

nents in the air and at the ground are taken into

account (Lackmann and Yablonsky 2004). The change

over the 50 simulated days of each component of the

mass balance relationDM is given in Table 4. Themass

should be ideally conserved for the present model

setup. Relative to the initial total mass M0, deficits

of about 22.4 3 1026 and 6.6 3 1027 kgm22 are found

in the DRY and MOIST simulations, respectively.

However, the microphysical mass components (DMtw

FIG. 5. Cross sections from the MOIST model run (see Fig. 4) with (a)–(c) wind and potential temperature, (d)–(f) divergence,

and (g)–(i) smoothed forcings. The contours are as in Fig. 4 with modified divergence [in (d),(e) 60.1, 61, . . . 3 1025 s21 and in (f) 61,

610, . . . 3 1025 s21]. Cross sections are shown for (a),(d),(g) wave packet 1 (dashed cross section at day 5.5); (b),(e),(h) wave packet 2

(solid cross section at day 5.5); and (c),(f),(i) wave packets 3 and 4 (dotted cross section at day 8.5).
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and DMrf) are larger than the total mass deficit DM in

any model run.

As the next step, we examine the energy conservation

in the hydrostatic approximation. The total energy E is

the sum of column-integrated area-averaged kinetic

energy K, enthalpy H, and latent heat L (appendix D):

E5K1H1L . (14)

The time series of the energy components for the DRY

and MOIST simulations are illustrated in Fig. 8 and the

changes in total energy [as the sum of changes of the

energy components in Eq. (14) during the simulation]

in Table 4. For DRY, the relative energy deficit

[DE(DRY)/E0(DRY)] is about 3.9 3 1025. Further, the

decrease in enthalpy is almost compensated by an as-

sociated increase in kinetic energy of the system (see Fig.

8a). ForMOIST, there is a relative change of21.43 1024

in total energy [DE(MOIST)/E0(MOIST)]. Overall, the

enthalpy rises (see Fig. 8b) due to the release of latent heat.

Another part of latent heat is transformed into the kinetic

energy so that in comparison to DRY, the kinetic energy

differs by DK(MOIST) 2 DK(DRY) ; 1.5 3 105 Jm22

amounting to an 18% increase from DRY to MOIST.

However, it is small (53%) relative to the root-mean-

square (RMS) total energy deficits sDE 5 f[DE(DRY)2 1
DE(MOIST)2]/2g1/2 ; 2.9 3 105 Jm22.

When the velocity field is partitioned into a zonal

mean and an eddy deviation (V 5 VZ 1 VE), then K is

partitioned accordingly

K5KZ 1KE , (15)

where KZ and KE denote the zonal and eddy kinetic

energy, respectively. The time series ofKE for the DRY

and MOIST simulations shown in Fig. 9a illustrate

a larger growth rate and an earlier peak for the moist

BCW. The peak value (denoted with a hat) of eddy

TABLE 2. Times and positions of four wave packets. The first

column indicates the wave packets, and the other columns indicate

the run time t, zonal andmeridional distances (x and y), and height z.

t (days) x (km) y (km) z (km)

WP1 5.5 2750 4400 13

WP2 5.5 450 4550 13

WP3 8.5 900 5500 15

WP4 8.5 1250 6900 13

FIG. 6. Divergence at day 8.5 for the (a),(d) HUMID; (b),(e) LOW; and (c),(f) HIGHmodel runs. The contours are as in Figs. 4 and 5 with

modified divergence [in (b),(e) 60.1, 61, . . . 3 1025 s21 and in (a),(c),(d),(f) 61, 610, . . . 3 1025 s21).
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kinetic energy has been increased by moist processes

from K̂E(DRY)5 0:583 106 Jm22 to K̂E(MOIST)5
0:673 106 Jm22. This corresponds to aDRY-to-MOIST

increase by 15%.

d. IGW energetics

The eddy energy (kinetic 1 potential) EE can be

further partitioned into the contributions from the BCW

and the IGW [EIGW, see Eq. (4)]. In the time series for

EIGW of the DRY and MOIST simulations shown in

Fig. 9b, the highest eddy energies are found in the

overturn phase when the BCW is breaking. The response in

the IGW energy peaks is very pronounced; it varies from

ÊIGW(DRY)5 840 Jm22 to ÊIGW(MOIST)5 3000 Jm22,

corresponding to an increase by 260%. The impact of

latent heat release can also be seen in the ratio of eddy

kinetic energy and IGW energy as a measure for the

transformation of balanced flow components to

unbalanced motion. We find the moist dynamics

[ÊIGW(MOIST)/K̂E(MOIST); 1/220] to be about 3

times more efficient as the dry dynamics [ÊIGW(DRY)/

K̂E(DRY); 1/700].

In the present simulations, most of the IGW sources are

located in the tropospheric regions, while in the strato-

sphere IGW propagation and dissipation take place. Sep-

arate time series of the IGW energy for the troposphere

(EIGW,tropo, using 10 sample boxes for the height range 0–

9km) and the stratosphere (EIGW,strato, using 10 sample

boxes for 9–18km) are shown in Fig. 10. Usually, tropo-

spheric signals are stronger than those from the strato-

sphere. The 50-day mean value (denoted with an overbar)

of IGW energy in the tropospheric layer shows aDRY-to-

MOIST increase from EIGW,tropo(DRY); 89 Jm22 to

EIGW,tropo(MOIST); 429 Jm22 by 381%. For the

stratosphere, instead, we find 72% increase from

EIGW,strato(DRY); 81 Jm22 to EIGW,strato(MOIST);
139 Jm22.

During the breaking phase of the BCW, both layers

exhibit enhanced activity with a slight time lag for the

stratospheric layer. For the DRY simulation, the tropo-

spheric signals exceed the mean value ofEIGW,tropo(DRY)

between days 9 and 29 while the stratospheric signals stay

above the mean value of EIGW,strato(DRY) between days

13 and 29. This suggests a time delay of 4 days. The

stratospheric peak instead appears at day 18.5—1 day later

than the tropospheric peak at day 19.5—while the cross-

correlation function indicated a maximum at zero lag.

Hence, from three differentmethods we find forDRY lags

between21 and 4 days. A similar analysis for theMOIST

simulation reveals a time lag of 2 days between the en-

hanced tropospheric activity [above EIGW,tropo(MOIST)

between days 8 and 20] and stratospheric activity [above

EIGW,strato(MOIST) between days 10 and 24]. The tropo-

spheric peak at day 11 leads the stratospheric peak at day

16,while the highest value of the cross-correlation function

suggests a lag of 2 days. Hence, forMOISTwe find a delay

between 2 and 6 days.

FIG. 7. Diagnosed IGWenergy of the four wave packets from the

six model runs (DRY: plus sign, MOIST: cross, HUMID: asterisk,

LOW: triangle, HIDRY: square, and HIGH: diamond).

TABLE 3. Properties of four wave packets. The first two columns indicate the model run code and the wave packet. The other columns

contain the diagnosed mean plus or minus the standard deviation of the horizontal and vertical wavelengths (lh and lz), the f-scaled

intrinsic frequency v/f, the specific energy eIGW, and pseudomomentum flux fIGW.

Run code WP lh (km) lz (km) v/f eIGW (m2 s22) fIGW (m2 s22)

HIDRY WP1 253 6 63 1.95 6 0.50 1.26 6 0.23 0.53 3 1023 1.52 3 1026

WP2 263 6 55 0.86 6 0.17 1.05 6 0.04 1.19 3 1023 0.38 3 1026

WP3 139 6 33 1.89 6 0.49 1.69 6 0.55 2.16 3 1023 19.1 3 1026

WP4 148 6 33 2.30 6 0.62 1.84 6 0.64 0.66 3 1023 7.25 3 1026

HIGH WP1 253 6 63 1.95 6 0.50 1.26 6 0.23 0.54 3 1023 1.55 3 1026

WP2 263 6 55 1.05 6 0.04 1.05 6 0.04 1.19 3 1023 0.37 3 1026

WP3 159 6 44 1.56 6 0.49 1.56 6 0.49 271. 3 1023 1920 3 1026

WP4 117 6 26 3.08 6 1.27 3.08 6 1.27 44.7 3 1023 1170 3 1026
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e. IGW parameterization

In the following section we compare diagnosed

stratospheric IGW energies from above 9 km with pa-

rameterizations using sources below 9 km according to

Eq. (12). In this way, the generation and diagnosis re-

gions are separated. The following results do not depend

much on the choice of the separation height: it was high

enough to capture more than 90% of the IGW sources

and low enough to diagnose steeper IGWs with a long

vertical wavelength.

Shown in Fig. 11 are the time series of diagnosed

(dashed line) and parameterized (thick line) strato-

spheric IGW energies. The diagnosed DRY energy (Fig.

11a) shows a small peak at day 13 and a large peak at day

19; thereafter, the values are decreasing. In the corre-

sponding parameterization, a small peak is found at day 8

and another, larger peak at day 19, followed by de-

creasing values. The relative changes correlate, although

the absolute values disagree. For these raw data, the ex-

plained variance is 45%, which can be increased to 59%,

when a time lag of 1 day between diagnosed and param-

eterized energy is included. For the MOIST simulation

(Fig. 11b), the diagnosed time series shows a double-

peaked structure (days 13 and 17) preceded by the pa-

rameterized values, which also show two peaks (days 12

and 14). Shifting the time series by 2.75 days increases the

explained variance from45% to 87%.A closer inspection

of the contributions of the different forcing terms reveals

that the jet dominates the DRY simulation, while fronts

and convection are the primary forcings during the most

energetic days in the MOIST simulation.

For all six model runs (see Table 1), the 50-day means of

diagnosed and parameterized stratospheric IGW energies

are plotted together in Fig. 12. Taking MOIST as the ref-

erence, DRY and HUMID are well separated in the ex-

pected order. The resolution also has a strong impact on

the IGW sources, as can be seen from the order LOW–

MOIST–HIGH.Overall, 93%of the diagnosedmean IGW

energy variance can be explained by the parameterization

with values ranging between about 70 and 250Jm22.

Some tests have been performed in order to quantify

the sensitivity of results to Cpara. For each choice of the

prefactors (C
jet
para, C

front
para , C

conv
para ), the RMS difference

between parameterized and diagnosed IGW energies:
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was calculated from the six run means. We search the

best choice of the prefactor from the RMS minimum,

and give the two-RMS range (those prefactor values

where the RMS equals twice the minimum). Four tests

have been conducted (see Table 5). 1) Using the same

value for all of the sources [Cpara 5C
jet
para 5Cfront

para 5
Cconv

para , as indicated in Eq. (12)], we find an optimal range

including our choice. 2) Varying C
jet
para, the same is the

case; that is, there is an optimal range with our choice in

it. 3) Varying Cfront
para , no minimum appeared. Taking into

account that the prefactor shall remain positive, we

choose the minimum at zero. The upper value of the

prefactor at twice this error covers our choice. 4) Vary-

ing Cconv
para showed a well-expressed RMS minimum near

to our choice. Hence, the four considered variations

of prefactors indicate two-RMS ranges including the

chosen value of 0.012. However, some tests did not

show distinct RMS minima or the two-RMS ranges in-

cluded prefactor values below zero. This is due to

cross correlations between the different sources. The

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the integrated energy components for the (a) DRY and (b) MOIST model runs. The

dotted line indicates the enthalpy, the dashed line indicates enthalpy plus kinetic energy, and the solid line indicates

the total energy.

FIG. 9. Time evolution of (a) the eddy kinetic energy and (b) the IGW energy integrals for the DRY (dashed) and

MOIST (solid) model runs.
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regression coefficients between the forcing functions are

0.88 (between jet and front), 0.73 (between jet and

convection), and 0.93 (between convection and front).

4. Discussion

a. BCW structures

The characteristics of the life cycle of a cyclonically

breaking BCW (LC2) have been examined. The four

stages of exponential growth, nonlinear saturation in the

lower troposphere, upward propagation of the Rossby

wave, and a second nonlinear saturation identified by

Thorncroft et al. (1993) have been found. For the fol-

lowing description of IGW structures during BCW de-

velopment, the separation of three phases of 1) growth,

2) overturn, and 3) cutoff and decay is appropriate. In

the first stage of exponential growth, only weak IGW

features emerge, as the fronts and jets are still de-

veloping. Stage 2 of our BCW corresponds to an over-

turning phase with a slightly undulated zonal flow with

FIG. 10. Time evolution of the integrated IGWenergy for the (a)DRY and (b)MOISTmodel runs. The total (over

0–18 km) is indicated with a solid line, the troposphere (0–9 km) is indicated by a dotted line, and the stratosphere

(9–18 km) is indicated by a dashed line.

FIG. 11. Time evolution of the stratospheric IGW energy for the (a) DRY and (b) MOIST model runs. (Solid:

diagnosed IGW energy EIGW,strato; dashed: parameterized IGW energy (E
para
IGW,strato 5E

jet
IGW,strato 1Efront

IGW,strato 1
Econv

IGW,strato); thin dash–dotted: front-and-jet parameterized IGW energy (E
jet
IGW,strato 1Efront

IGW,strato); and thin dash–dot–

dotted: jet parameterized IGW energy (E
jet
IGW,strato).
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considerable meridional flow components due to in-

tensified fronts and jet streaks. In stage 3, the dominant

features are a separated low pressure, reversed Ertel’s

PV contours, and a jet streak opposing the basic stream.

During this phase, the flow returns to zonality, and the

BCW decays. As far as the impact of moist processes is

concerned, the most important change to note is the

increase in growth rate of BCWs from DRY to MOIST.

b. IGW structures

Four stratospheric wave packets were identified in

the BCW. Some IGW structures seem to be generic in

the equatorward-propagating cold air (southwest of the

low) and the poleward-propagating warm air (northeast

of the low). WP1 appears first during the growth phase

of the BCW and is accompanied by the intensifying

WP2. The latter is the one first reported by O’Sullivan

and Dunkerton (1995) (see also ZP06).This unifies the

earlier findings by Zhang (2004) and PS07 in dry simu-

lations, which both contain WP1 and WP2. They also

discuss another one, the so-called ‘‘Zhang’’ wave packet,

localized above the tropopause occlusion at the north-

western side of the anticyclone. This packet also appears

in our simulations as a localized feature at the western

end ofWP2. PS07 also note in their dry simulations some

weaker front-related IGWs, which have been identified

here as WP3. WP4 was not reported by PS07, although

their setup was very similar but not identical. It is likely

that their fourth-order diffusion was not as scale se-

lective as our sixth-order scheme. As extended and

advected features of WP2, spiral structures can be

identified in Fig. 4e similar to those found by PS07,

Vi�udez and Dritschel (2006), and Vi�udez (2007). It is

also worth noting that especially in the MOIST simula-

tion, there are remarkable structures in the troposphere

with nearly vertically oriented divergence structures,

which are likely trapped IGWs.

We add further information by associating WPs to

large-scale forcing functions, which are placed in the

characteristic jet, front, and convection structures of

BCWs. For the forcing of WP1, the most active place is

the upper-level cold front. Results suggest that the most

active place for the forcing ofWP2,WP3, andWP4 is the

convectively amplified upper-level jet–surface front

system [see the compact description in Fig. 13 and

Shapiro and Keyser (1990)].

With regard to the robustness of the results, the in-

fluence of resolution on the simulated structures has

been studied. The horizontal resolution of 25 km well

resolves the BCW and shallow IGWs (at scales above

200 km) but is still too coarse to resolve steep IGWs (at

scales below 200 km). An estimate for the cutoff wave-

length was given in Knievel et al. (2007) as lh,cutoff 5
7Dh. It implies for our series of model runs withDh5 50,

25, and 12.5 km a lh,cutoff 5 350, 175, and 88 km. From

visual inspection of Fig. 6, we could find wave packets

like WP1, WP2, WP3, and WP4 in all experiments at

nearly the same positions with similar inclination but

different amplitudes and wavelengths. Numerically con-

sistent results were obtained with the high-resolution

simulations HIDRY and HIGH. As was found from

analysis of Fig. 7, WP3 showed the highest energy in all

experiments but LOW. This may be due to unresolved

parts of surface front dynamics.

c. BCW energetics

We have explored the impact of moisture in the en-

ergy time series. Fundamental to such analysis is the

assessment of mass and energy conservation. While the

relative mass deficit was small (about 1026), the relative

TABLE 5. Sensitivity tests of the RMS error [Eq. (16)] to

the parameterization prefactor around the chosen value of

Cpara 5C
jet
para 5Cfront

para 5Cconv
para 5 0:012. For each varied prefactor

(column ‘‘var’’), the value for the RMS minimum is given (column

‘‘min’’) and those values where the RMS equals 2 times this min-

imum (columns ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’). The 50-day means from the

six model runs were used.

Var Left Min Right

Cpara 0.008 0.010 0.013

C
jet
para 0.00 0.009 0.013

Cfront
para ,0 0 0.022

Cconv
para ,0 0.007 0.019

FIG. 12. Scatterplot of diagnosed vs parameterized mean

stratospheric IGW energy for the six model runs.
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changes in total energy turned out to be much larger

(about 1024). Hence, the energy changes are not domi-

nated by possible errors from the mass balance and are

most likely due to dissipation, numerical, and method-

ological limitations. One source of error can be related

to boundary conditions, so we diagnosed fluctuations of

the volume integrals due to boundary fluxes (not shown)

on the order of 1025 Jm22. Another issue is the correct

implementation of the latent heating for nonhydrostatic

models (Bryan and Fritsch 2002). By testing different

implementations of the heat balance, they found relative

changes in the mass and energy on the order of 1025 and

1024, respectively, which is in the range of our un-

certainties. From our data, we found a correlation be-

tween the energy and the enthalpy deficits: the data in

Table 4 suggest a ratio DE/DH between 20.22 and

20.14. ReplacingH with 1.15H could reduce the energy

deficits DE to the order of 1025 Jm22. These issues in-

clude an examination of the numerical core of themodel

that would go far beyond this study. Instead, as also

noted by Bryan and Fritsch (2002), somemodels showed

reasonable structures despite not performing so well in

terms of conservation. From Table 4 we find that the

physically relevant quantities are larger than the errors.

This applies to the mass balance (jDMrfj � jDMj and

jDMtwj � jDMj) and the energy balance (jDHj � jDEj
and jDLj � jDEj) for the moist model runs.

Continuing with the physical results of this study, we

found the basic difference between the DRY and

MOIST simulations was latent heat release, reversal of

enthalpy reduction, and increase in kinetic energy. In

comparison with the total energy deficits, these enthalpy

changes were large while changes in kinetic energy were

small. Consequently, we evaluate our results as a statis-

tically weak indication for additional forcing of the

BCW development by moist processes. Comparing the

peaks in the time series, theDRY-to-MOIST increase of

total and eddy kinetic energies were estimated to be

15% and 18%, respectively. In agreement with the

previous studies (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1987; Whitaker

and Davis 1994; Fantini 2004), the kinetic energy of the

BCW is enhanced by moist processes and latent heat

release. However, this value is well below the 50% re-

ported by Balasubramanian and Yau (1996) or even

100% of Booth et al. (2012). Other simulations revealed

a 25% or 10% increase (Boutle et al. 2011; Waite and

Snyder 2013). One of the reasons for these differences

lies in the initial moisture profiles, which concerns not

only the mass and flow field but also stability issues. The

present initialization uses a constant value of EPV

FIG. 13. A schematic picture of stratospheric IGWs generated during the life cycle of a cyclonic BCW. The

BCW structure is symbolized with a dark yellow line suggesting an EPV contour at the tropopause level. Slightly

above, first IGWs (blue curved lines, WP1 and WP2) appear during the growth stage as generated by the upper-

level front (dashed red line) and the upper-level jet streak (green arrow). During the evolution of the BCW, the

jet streak becomes more expressed and is supported by the intensifying surface front below (solid red line), which

results in additional front- and convection-generated IGWs behind (WP3) and ahead of (WP4) the surface warm

front. The surface cold front also leads to amplified IGWs (WP1). In the cutoff and decay stage, these four wave

packets still exist but are accompanied by fuzzy space-filling IGW structures from various local jets and fronts.

The most intense IGWs (WP2–WP4) have been found during the BCW overturn stage above the jet–front

system.
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through the troposphere. Because the EPV contains

information on vorticity and stratification, its invariance

requires a certain thermal stratification at the surface

where the relative vorticity is small. Under these cir-

cumstances, we could realize stable initial states up to

55% relative humidity. This is less than a climatologi-

cally representative value of, say, 80%. However, our

results are compatible with other constant-EPV simu-

lations that use exactly the same WRF setup such as

Waite and Snyder (2013) who achieved 50% relative

humidity.

d. IGW diagnosis

For the diagnosis of IGW properties, the divergence-

based statistical method [Eq. (2)] performed stably and

returned useful information. At each step of analysis,

the assumptions were satisfied; that is, basically the

wavelengths are smaller than the sampling boxes and

only one harmonic is detected with significance. Dif-

ferent IGW properties have been diagnosed in different

simulations in a satisfactory manner, supported by the

forcing functions included in the parameterization.

Their diagnosed absolute values, however, have to be

takenwith care. It should be borne inmind that localized

wave packets are analyzed in sampling boxes of a certain

extent. So it may occur that the amplitude is under-

estimated for localized wave packets while the wave-

length is overestimated.

While the divergence is zero for geostrophically bal-

anced flow, it contains ageostrophic flow features at

a higher order in Rossby number that need not be un-

balanced. Though better than the numerical high-pass

filtering methods, our dynamic filtering approach is still

not entirely satisfactory and could lead to aliasing of the

wavelength estimates. Improvements could be obtained

by using higher-order imbalance measures. Alternatives

like the Bolin–Charney balance [nonlinear balance equa-

tion (NBE) in Zhang et al. (2000; ZP06)] or higher-order

plain and hyperbalances (Mohebalhojeh and McIntyre

2007) still remain to be considered.

For an evaluation of the performance of different

methods for the wave–vortex separation or the de-

tection of wave packet envelopes, purpose-built datasets

perhaps with analytically known solutions are required.

Such an exercise goes beyond the scope of the present

study.

e. IGW energetics

The increase of mean stratospheric IGW energy from

DRY to MOIST underlines the importance of moist

processes for IGW generation. This is a robust effect

that appeared at high resolution [EIGW,strato(HIGH)/

EIGW,strato(HIDRY)5 1:8] with nearly the same intensity

as atmedium resolution (1.7). These findings compare very

well with the number of 1.8 in Table 6 of ZP06.

For the moist experiments, we may summarize from

Fig. 12 an increase by a factor of 1.8 from LOW to

MOIST and 1.9 from MOIST to HIGH. A similar

number was obtained by Plougonven et al. (2013) from a

comparison of 6-day means of the momentum flux from

WRF simulations with 10- versus 20-km horizontal res-

olution. Their data were found to be in good agreement

with stratospheric balloon observations, which may

qualify the chosen resolution as adequate for 100-km-

scale IGWs.

From the increased ratio of IGW energy to eddy ki-

netic energy, we deduce more efficient IGW generation

in moist conditions. The role of latent heat release is

either indirect (e.g., in the amplification of the jet–front

system) or direct (as by convective motion).

The resolution also has a systematic effect on the IGW

generation and propagation as suggested by the in-

creasing energies from LOW to MOIST and HIGH.

This concerns not only the IGW energy diagnosed from

the mesoscale divergence field, but also the parameter-

ized IGW energy estimated from the 500-km smoothed

large-scale fields. This suggests that both unbalanced

and balanced ageostrophic flow components depend on

resolution.

Most of the IGW energy remains in the troposphere:

the stratosphere-to-troposphere ratio of mean energy

EIGW,strato/EIGW,tropo is 0.91 for DRY and 0.32 for

MOIST. Back reflection is very likely for this behavior

(note the simulated trapped divergence structures). The

related reflection coefficient ranges for our simulations

between 9% and 68%, while Scinocca (2002) found 75%.

With regard to the propagation of IGWs from the

troposphere into the stratosphere, we found time lags of

about 2 days, which suggests a signal propagating up-

ward over a distance less than 9 km with a vertical group

velocity of 0.05m s21. For comparison, a characteristic

horizontal wavelength of 130 km and a vertical wave-

length of 2.6 km, as deduced from Table 3 for MOIST

WP3, give a vertical group velocity of wg ’ 0.074m s21,

which is of the same order. From all the wave packets,

WP4 is the fastest [wg(WP4)’ 0.11m s21] while WP2 is

the slowest [wg(WP2) ’ 0.005m s21], which well in-

cludes the propagation velocity estimated from the

MOIST simulation.

f. IGW parameterization

The empirical parameterization approach assumes a

proportionality of IGW energy to smoothed fast ageo-

strophic flow features (horizontal wind deceleration, dry

cross-frontal circulation, and latent heating–induced ver-

tical motion). The estimation of related quasigeostrophic
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flow and selection of its faster-than-f components allows

the description of different geophysical situations with

a unified theoretical concept. The formula can be ad-

justed with physical parameters (such as N or f) while

unphysical ‘‘tuning constants’’ do not occur. The pa-

rameterization prefactor is associated with propagation

characteristics Cprop that need information about the

diffusion and the mean wind profile, which has a clear

physical meaning. The only free parameter in this ap-

proach, Cgen, was set to unity.

Fixing the prefactors withCpara5 0.012, our data were

fitted well with Eq. (12). For the interpretation of the

prefactor, we make an estimate of Eq. (C9) for the most

energetic wave packet [WP3(MOIST)]. It is supposed to

be generated by coupled surface front–convective ac-

tivity around z* 5 4.5-km height and to be diagnosed

at z 5 13.5 km in a layer of Dz 5 9-km thickness.

The intrinsic phase speed is estimated with up(z*) 5
24.6m s21, which makes the propagation sensitive to

the wind profile. If the wind would be the same at the

source and target level [boundary of green shading in

Fig. 5c, u(z*) 5 u(z) 5 20m s21] we find Cprop 5 0.010

(details in appendix C). This is on the order of the ad hoc

setting for the parameterization prefactor (Cpara 5
0.012). If, for comparison, the wind at the target level

u(z) would change by only 61m s21, we would find

0.0001 or 0.10. We conclude that critical-level absorp-

tion is very much influencing the propagation of a wave

packet. Further, the uncertainty of Cprop includes the

uncertainty of Cpara (see Table 5) and does not allow for

a quantitative statement on the generation prefactor

(Cgen 5 Cpara/Cprop). This is a consequence of the setup

with low stratospheric winds and little variation in the

forcings between the six model runs. However, the rel-

evant magnitudes have been well reproduced with the

simple interpretation (i.e., that the magnitude of the

Cpara is a consequence of Cprop).

For forcing due to the jet, ZP08 studied a couple of

field campaigns in situations with breaking Rossby

waves. They found that IGW energy in the stratosphere

is given by the imbalance in the tropopause region of

about the squared cross-stream ageostrophic wind (their

uc), diminished by propagation prefactor (their T) be-

tween 0.1 and 1.0. These factors varied from case to case

due to different stratospheric wind profiles, which were

strongly influenced by the polar night jet. For the pres-

ent data, the wind is steadily decreasing through the

stratosphere and critical-level absorption of IGWs is

more likely.

For forcing due to the front, Charron and Manzini

(2002) suggest a constant subgrid-scale total gravity

wave wind variance of 4m2 s22 in a T42model whenever

a threshold of 0.1K2 (100 km)22 h21 is reached. As a

rough comparison, we take from Fig. 11b for day 15 a

parameterized frontal activity peak of about Ê
front

IGW,strato ’
200 Jm22. This value is associated with a source scale of

êfrontIGW,tropo ’ 10m2 s22, which is of the same order as their

estimate. Insofar, our simulation of a BCW seems to be

representative with regard to front-generated IGWs.With

our parameterization, the IGWgeneration depends on the

resolved dynamics through the smoothed frontogenesis

function.

For forcing due to convection, it is worth mentioning

that Chun and Baik (1998) also use latent heating as in

Eq. (32) to parameterize wave generation at the meso-g

scale. This includes a quadratic dependence of the source

on latent heat [econvIGW,tropo ; (Qconv)2]. The squared velocity

fluctuations from their Eq. (A5) scale at the top of source

to our convective IGW energies including geometric pre-

factors (their a1 }Lconv
h is our horizontal scale and their

l} 1/Lconv
z is our inverse vertical scale). However, a thor-

ough quantitative evaluation of our parameterization

would require that heating and background conditions are

comparable to our BCW simulation.

Figure 12 can be interpreted as a presentation of two

ageostrophic flow components: the smoothed (large

scale) component for the tropospheric IGW sources and

harmonic (short scale) component for the diagnosed

stratospheric IGWs. Both parts vary roughly with the

same proportion from DRY to MOIST and from

MOIST to HUMID. Note that all experiments have

been set up with the same initial mass and energy while

the convective available potential energy (CAPE) varies

with the initial humidity profiles, as expected. It is in-

teresting to note that IGWenergies change considerably

among LOW, MOIST, and HIGH. Obviously, during

their evolution the interaction between geostrophic and

ageostrophic flow components intensified with resolu-

tion. As a consequence, coherent changes in the pa-

rameterized and diagnosed IGW energy were identified.

The coupling between the three considered IGW

sources was quantified with cross correlations. While for

the present datasets the choice of the parameterization

prefactor was relatively robust, further tests of its sta-

bility would require simulations with independent vari-

ations of jet, front, and convection. Note, that there are

interactions at work that increase the jet and front sig-

nals fromDRY toMOIST (cf. Figs. 11a and 11b). These

might be a consequence of the constructive interaction

with convection. In this respect, it has been stated by

Shapiro and Keyser (1990) that convection cells align

into jet–front systems, thus increasing the secondary

updrafts ahead of the front and increasing the di-

vergence in the exit region of the jet. Such effects could

possibly be included with a nonlinear parameterization

like the diabatic frontogenesis forcing term. This topic of
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future research still requires conceptual considerations

and improved datasets for validation.

5. Summary and conclusions

A schematic picture of inertia–gravity wave (IGW)

structures generated during the life cycle of a cyclonic

baroclinic wave (BCW) is presented in Fig. 13. Partic-

ular importance is given to the generation of both

shallow jet-generated and steep front-and-convection-

generated IGWs. The most active zones are 1) the

poleward-propagating coupled system of the upper-

level jet and surface front and 2) the equatorward-

propagating upper-level front. Four stratospheric IGW

packets could be identified in the BCW and character-

ized by their structure, location, and generation. Some

of these cross-jet and alongfront structures were already

described in the literature in different contexts. Here,

we incorporated all of them into the life cycle of a BCW.

Further, we showed that jet-, front-, and convection-

related processes were active and how they force the

different wave packets. It would be interesting to see

how this schematic picture fits with results from other

numerical simulations and field observations.

The impact of moisture on IGW generation during

BCW evolution was addressed in a detailed comparison

of the DRY and MOIST simulations. The main differ-

ences between the two runs can be summarized as fol-

lows: 1) the release of latent heat reverses the decreasing

trend of enthalpy and increases the kinetic energy by

10%–20%, as found from the analysis of the kinetic

energy deficit DK and the peak eddy kinetic energy K̂E.

2) The mean area-averaged stratospheric IGW energy

EIGW,strato increases by a factor of about 2. Local effects,

however, may round up to factor of 100 as diagnosed

for the energy of wave packet number 3 [EIGW(WP3)].

3) The ratio of the peak IGW energy ÊIGW to K̂E in-

creases by a factor of 3. This number suggests that the

energy transformation from balanced into unbalanced

flow components is much more efficient in the presence

of moisture. Besides the direct forcing through convec-

tive updrafts, it may also intensify the coupled upper-

level jet–surface front circulation system (Shapiro and

Keyser 1990).

An empirical parameterization scheme for IGWs [Eq.

(12)] generated by jets, fronts, and convection was pro-

posed and successfully validated for the six Weather

Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) simulations

(Fig. 12). Basic features of the IGW amplitudes were

well captured with a state-dependent source function

and a constant prefactor. For the source function,

ageostrophic flow features were expressed through the

large-scale Lagrangian wind deceleration, frontogenesis

function, and latent heat release. The magnitude of the

parameterization prefactor was attributed to the specific

IGW propagation conditions for IGWs with 130-km

horizontal and 2.6-km vertical wavelength on average.

However, no significant information on the order-of-

unity IGW generation prefactor could be retrieved.

From the state-dependent IGW energy and the fixed

wavenumbers, other parameters of interest such as the

wave action or pseudomomentum flux can be calculated.

For the present simulations, a proportionality factor of

0.012 between the stratospheric IGW energy and the

energy of the tropospheric balanced ageostrophic flow is

adequate [see Eq. (12)]. It remains a task for future

theoretical studies to determine also IGWwavenumbers

in terms of the sources. This has consequences for

higher-frequency IGWs from fronts and convection

(Lane and Knievel 2005), which appear with a smaller

aspect ratio (Lh/Lz) in the source function and higher

vertical group velocity in Cprop. Another issue is the

likely interaction between the different forcings in-

volved. For this problem, our linear superposition

scheme [Eq. (5)] could serve as a starting point. The

presented approach of estimating the large-scale ageo-

strophic flow in quasigeostrophic approximation and

selecting its fast components allows for a systematic and

physically feasible inclusion of nonorographic IGW

sources without additional tuning constants.

The analysis of mesoscale WRF simulations revealed

robust relationships between stratospheric IGWs and

their tropospheric sources during an idealized BCW life

cycle. The release of latent heat by moist processes

clearly enhanced the eddy kinetic energy. The genera-

tion of nonorographic IGWs by fast ageostrophic flow

features of jets, fronts, and convection was verified with

the present simulations. This suggests confidence to both

the simulations and the parameterization. To assess the

impact of moisture more generally and to achieve

a higher degree of realism, further investigation is thus

required varying the initial moisture profile and as-

sociated convective available energy, the baroclinicity

of the system, and the damping processes. This includes

the study ofmoist convection with cloud-resolvingmodels.

Such detailed information on state-dependent IGW gen-

eration and propagation from mesoscale process studies

could find application in general circulation models, as

parameterizations of the impact of nonorographic IGWs

on the mid- and upper-atmosphere mean flow.
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APPENDIX A

The Initial Relative Humidity

The initial relative humidity varies with height z ac-

cording to

RH(z)5

(
RH0[12 0:9(z/zRH)

1:25] : z# zRH

RH1 : zRH , z
, (A1)

where RH denotes relative humidity, RH0 is specified in

Table 1, RH1 5 0.01, and zRH 5 8000m.

APPENDIX B

Quasigeostrophic Scaling Relations

The ageostrophic motion around jet streaks is de-

scribed in the quasigeostrophic approximation (Koch

and Dorian 1988):

Dug

Dt
5 f ya,

Dyg

Dt
52fua , (B1)

where D/Dt 5 ›/›t 1 ug(›/›x) 1 yg(›/›y) is the La-

grangian acceleration, uh 5 (u2g 1 y2g)
1/2 is the geo-

strophic wind speed, and ua and ya are the components

of the ageostrophic wind. For the geostrophic wind

speed, we find a Lagrangian acceleration of

D(u2g1 y2g)
1/2

Dt
5 f

ugya 2 ygua

(u2g1 y2g)
1/2

52Djet52fujeta . (B2)

Equation (6) implies a threshold of

D
jet
th 5 fu

jet
th 5

f 2L
jet
h

2p
. (B3)

The frontogenesis function in the two-dimensional

form (Miller 1948; Hoskins 1982) is expressed by

Ffront 5
D

Dt
j$huj , (B4)

where $h 5 i(›/›x) 1 j(›/›y) with i and j being the unit

vectors in x and y directions, respectively. In the dry

geostrophic approximation it can be written as

Ffront5Fdiv1Fdef , (B5)

where the divergence term Fdiv and the deformation

term Fdef are given by

Fdiv 52
1

2j$huj

"�
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,

Fdef 52
1

2j$huj
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›y
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2
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j$huj
›u
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. (B6)

The associated frontal circulation is derived from

Dyg

Dt
52fua,

Db

Dt
52N2w . (B7)

It is described in terms of the ageostrophic cross-front

velocity ufronta 52›c/›z and the vertical velocitywfront5
›c/›x with the streamfunction cfront found from the

Sawyer–Eliassen equation (e.g., Eliassen 1962):

N2 ›
2cfront

›x2
1 f 2

›2cfront

›z2
522

g

u0
Ffront , (B8)

where the Brunt–V€ais€al€a frequency N in terms of the

background potential temperature u0 is given by N 5
[(g/u0)(›u0/›z)]

1/2 and g is the acceleration due to grav-

ity. Exact solutions of the Sawyer–Eliassen equation are

given by Hakim and Keyser (2001). Making Eq. (B8)

dimensionless with z}Lfront
z and x}Lfront

h 5 (N/f )Lfront
z

in the quasigeostrophic limit, the streamfunction scale is

found:

cfront }
g

u0 f
2
Ffront(Lfront

z )2 . (B9)

This implies a horizontal wind of

ufronta 52
›cfront

›z
}

g

u0 f
2
FfrontLfront

z . (B10)

For fast-enough motion, Eq. (6) suggests a threshold of

Ffront
th 5

1

2p

u0f
2N

g
. (B11)

For latent heating convection-induced ageostrophic

motion, we study the linearized equations for a resting
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stratified atmosphere in the x–z plane (Bretherton and

Smolarkiewicz 1989; Emanuel 1994):

›u

›t
5 f y2

›F

›x
,

›y

›t
52fu,

›2F

›t›z
52N2w1Q , (B12)

with the buoyancy forcing Q 5 (g/u0)Q
conv. The time-

dependent problem is given by

�
›2

›t2
1 f 2

�
›2w

›z2
1N2›

2w

›x2
5

›2Q

›x2
. (B13)

The stationary case can be formulated with a stream-

function as

f 2
›2cconv

›z2
1N2 ›

2cconv

›x2
5

›Q

›x
. (B14)

With similar arguments as used above, we may scale the

associated horizontal velocity as

uconva 52
›cconv

›z
}
Qconv

›u0/›z

Lconv
h

Lconv
z

. (B15)

The horizontal and vertical length scales (Lconv
h and

Lconv
z ) refer to the convection-induced large-scale

ageostrophic motion and should not confused with the

scales of the convective cells. The fastness criterion [Eq.

(6)] reads with this expression as

Qconv
th 5

1

2p

u0
g
N2fLconv

z . (B16)

APPENDIX C

IGW Propagation Model

The propagation of an IGW packet is modeled in

WKB approximation for a stationary and horizontally

homogeneous event [u 5 u(z)] with constant stratifica-

tion N. In this case, the horizontal wavenumber kx and

the apparent phase speed Up of an upward-propagating

wave packet is invariant while its vertical wavenumber

kz(z) and frequency v(z) may change with height. Wind

andwave shall be along the x axis; some estimates will be

given below for kx ; 2p/(130 km) and kz(z*) ; 2p/

(2.6 km).

As long as there are no sources and sinks, thewave action

(A 5 re/v) is a conserved quantity (Bretherton 1966). In-

cluding them, the divergence of the wave action flux (F 5
wgA) with the vertical group velocity (wg 5 ›v/›kz) is

›F

›z
5 g*A*2 gA . (C1)

Local sources are modeled with a generation rate pro-

portional to the wave frequency [g* 5 v(z*) ; 2.2 3
1024 s21] and a generation action A*; local sinks are

treated to be proportional to the dissipation rate

(g5 2Dhk
6
x ; 6:53 1025 s21). For no flux at the ground

[F(0) 5 0], the analytical solution (ZP08) is given by

A(z)5

ðz
0
dz0

g*(z
0)

wg(z)
T(z, z0)A*(z

0) (C2)

including the transmission function:

T(z, z0)5 exp

"
2

ðz
z0
dz00

g(z00)
wg(z

00)

#
. (C3)

Energy integrals shall be estimated for sources of

thickness Dz* located near z*, which are diagnosed in

a target layer of thicknessDz near z. TreatingEq. (C2) in
this approximation we find from

A(z)’Dz*
g*(z*)

wg(z)
T(z, z*)A*(z*),E*(z*)

’Dz*r(z*)e*(z*)5Dz*A*(z*)v(z*),E(z)

’Dzr(z)e(z)5DzA(z)v(z) (C4)

the expression

E(z)’Dz
g*(z*)

wg(z*)

wg(z*)/v(z*)

wg(z)/v(z)
T(z, z*)E*(z*)

5CpropE*(z*), (C5)

which allows us to identify the propagation prefactorCprop.

Equation (C5) can be specified for midfrequency

gravity waves with the dispersion relation:

v’N
kx
kz

5 kx(Up 2 u) . (C6)

In the Doppler relation, the apparent phase velocity

[Up 5 up(z*) 1 u(z*)] appears to be fixed at the source

level by the intrinsic phase velocity [up(z*) 5 v(z*)/kx]

and the wind u(z*). The vertical group velocity is wg ’
kx(Up 2 u)2/N and the dissipation coefficient:
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G(z)5
g

wg(z)
’

2Dhk
5
xN

[Up2 u(z)]2
5G(z*)

"
Up 2 u(z*)

Up2 u(z)

#2

(C7)

is near the source of order G(z*) 5 g/wg(z*) 5 8.6 3
1024m21. The corresponding generation coefficient:

G*(z*)5
g*(z*)

wg(z*)
(C8)

is about 3.0 3 1023m21. Hence, the propagation pre-

factor is

Cprop’DzG*(z*)
Up 2 u(z*)

Up 2u(z)

3 exp

(
2(z2 z*)G(z*)

"
Up 2 u(z*)

Up 2 u(z)

#2)
. (C9)

APPENDIX D

The Mass and Energy Integrals

The components of the mass integrals in Eq. (13) are

calculated per unit area as

Mdry 5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz r(12 qy) , (D1)

Mtw5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz r(qy 1 qcl 1qpr) , (D2)

Mrf 5Rtot(0) , (D3)

where p is pressure and g is the acceleration due to

gravity. The total precipitable water (index ‘‘tw’’) con-

tains water vapor (index ‘‘y’’), cloud water (liquid and

ice, index ‘‘cl’’), and precipitation (rain, snow, and

graupel, index ‘‘pr’’), and Rtot(0) is the total accumu-

lated rainfall from the start of the simulation (index

‘‘rf’’).

The components of the total hydrostatic energy,

e5
u21 y2

2
1 gz1 cyT1Lcqy , (D4)

are height-integrated over the density from z 5 0 to ‘
and area averaged with no boundary fluxes leading to

the form used in Eq. (14) (Lorenz 1955; Peixoto and

Oort 1992), including kinetic energy K, enthalpyH, and

latent heat L, given by

K5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz r

u21 y2

2
, (D5)

H5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz rcpT , (D6)

L5

ð
dx

Lmod
x

ð
dy

Lmod
y

ð
dz rLcqy , (D7)

where cp 5 1004 JK21 kg21 is the heat capacity at con-

stant pressure,T is the temperature,Lc5 2.53 106 J kg21

is the latent heat of condensation, and qy is the specific

humidity.
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